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On Communication: What We Say
What does it mean to be a servant-leader?

“The servant-leader is servant-first… It begins with the natural feeling that one 
wants to serve, to serve first. Then conscious choice brings one to aspire to lead” 
(Greenleaf, 1977, p. 27).

I have grown to believe that leadership is defined far more by our actions than 
words. However, in traversing through the expanse that is organizational life and 
development, speaking from Greenleaf’s thesis above is to begin to build the 
foundation on which priming other servant-leaders in training is possible.
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On Benefit: Why Servant-Leadership is Important
In conversation with Shann Ferch, Ken Blanchard quoted Southwest Airlines’ 
Colleen Barrett: “People admire your skills but love your vulnerability.” Blanchard 
adds his own flavor: “If you want people to be open, you have to be open with 
them” (Ferch et al., 2015, p. 145).

Fewer sentiments more squarely define for me the tremendous benefits of 
servant-leadership. It speaks to the open, empathetic nature of the practice, which 
“...leans towards embracing a there I am also perspective, and it engages and 
potentially evolves relationships” (Horsman, 2018, p. 93).

I believe servant-leaders (and those in training) feel a sense of responsibility in 
being “there” with their people — along with a sense of comfort.
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On Becoming: Developing Servant-Leaders
There are several traits and ideals which can develop servant-leaders in training. 
From our learnings, I have found four fundamental behaviors I am actively working 
into a regular organizational practice with my own team.

This is something of an experiment to see how interconnected our team actually is 
with the entire organization, and how these practices might permeate upward and 
outward. These four behaviors are:

1. Listening (and how it correlates to silence)
2. Integrity (and how it is led by honesty)
3. People (and how they are the center of everything)
4. Foresight (and its role in seeing all things)
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1. Listening
Horsman (2016) suggests that "Although listening is a fundamental skill, for the 

most part we are not taught how to listen effectively" (p. 1). With a few decades of 

life experience under my belt, I would not argue Horsman’s point.

Greenleaf (1977) approaches this from a place I have grown to really admire, 

notably focusing on the thing that envelops listening: silence. He says, “It is often 

a devastating question to ask oneself… ‘in saying what I have in mind will I really 

improve on the silence’” (p. 31).

This philosophy alone has made a world of difference in the way I approach each 

and every conversation in organizational life. I have also begun encouraging my 

team (and others in my orbit) to think in these terms.
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2. Integrity
Sipe and Frick (2015) suggest that “...honesty must be more than a strategy or a 

behavior of blurting out whatever one thinks or feels. It is part of being authentic, 

which requires inner work” (p. 25).

This speaks to me in a transformative way, and I’ve been reframing my long-used 

approach of simply being open with people. Frankly, there is such a thing as too 
much honesty, and if we use it succinctly and intelligibly, it can be one of the 

strongest behaviors in the servant-leader arsenal.

One of the ways we are practicing this organizationally is by speaking clearly from 

places of either “I think…” or “I feel…” This way we, as a team, know if the 

honesty is coming from a place of mind or heart — both having great value.
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3. People
“Ironically, the practice of putting people before profits makes an organization 

even more profitable” (Sipe & Frick, 2015, p. 35).

I have evolved to realize that organizations are not the constituents they serve, or 

their core values, or even their founding mission or vision. Organizations are 

people — people who carry out the programs, or develop the widgets, or engage 

with constituents.

Refashioning my view on this reality has made a world of difference, for myself 

and my team. What we have found — especially over this past year — is that 

treating ourselves better (internally) has had a markedly positive response on our 

engagement with external stakeholders.
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4. Foresight
Foresight really is a vehicle, not a destination. Seeing ahead may be a difficult 
practice, but the servant-leader sees all things and how they are interconnected, 
thereby understanding where organizations (and their people) can, and often 
should, go.

“...the servant-leader is able to see things that other people don’t see because he 
or she touches into a place of ultimate commonality with everybody else and every 
other thing in the world” (Ferch et al., 2018, p. 47).

Greenleaf (1998) thought so too, noting, “One is at once, in every moment of time, 
historian, contemporary analyst, and prophet — not three separate roles” (p. 129).
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Servant-Leadership: Practicing the Practice
In our organization we are starting small, and we hope to grow this outwardly to 

other teams. In no small part, my philosophy on this pulls from Greenleaf’s (1998) 

sentiment: “How can an institution become more serving? I see no other way than 

that the people who inhabit it serve better and work together toward synergy —

the whole becoming greater than the sum of its parts” (p. 21).

On the four aforementioned behaviors, I suggest the following actions:

A. Listen long enough

B. Making integrity integral

C. Putting people first

D. Looking forward by looking around  
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Servant-Leadership: Practicing the Practice
A. Listen long enough. This is simple in theory, though difficult in practice. But 
listen we must if we endeavor to lead. First, I believe it’s the practical application 
of letting silence unfold in front of us, as Sipe and Frick (2015) suggest, “If we are 
speaking, we are not listening with undefended receptivity” (p. 59).

B. Making integrity integral. Sipe and Frick (2015) give very practical advice on 
the practice of integrity. “...return phone calls, follow up on details, keep promises, 
and admit mistakes” (p. 27). In no way an exhaustive list, but those are easy to 
begin practicing, and things that don’t require any formal training.
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Servant-Leadership: Practicing the Practice
C. Putting people first. Sipe and Frick (2015) reflect on the consistency of 
specific behaviors, namely putting “...people first through acts of care and 
concern, mentoring, and serving” (p. 158). Practically, we do this through asking 
people about their days, their families, and lately how they have been holding up 
through a remarkably challenging time.

D. Looking forward by looking around. When Greenleaf (1998) thought about 
foresight, he was wise to talk about it as a “skill” to cultivate, suggesting, “Practice 
on every significant event you observe; ask yourself, where did it come from, 
where is it going? Note your projections and check them in the future. Practice 
living partly in the future — all of the time” (p. 99). It requires attention, awarenes, 
and even note-taking. 
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Last Words
Learning more deeply about servant-leadership has been one of the great 
transformations of my adult/professional life. And the joy I’ve derived from it is 
partly in acknowledging the ever-evolving nature of the practice.

As Spears (2021) suggests, “There are no perfect servant-leaders, and no perfect 
servant-led institutions. Institutions are led by people, and people are imperfect.” 
Organizations and people are indeed imperfect, and what I’ve found remarkable is 
how much more comfortable I have become with the larger idea of imperfections, 
and the tremendous role they can play in developing serving institutions.

I am eager to continue learning, practicing, and developing on my own 
imperfections, however long it takes me — in training! 
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